The source of moving particles in parafoveal capillaries detected by adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy.
To investigate the source of moving particles in parafoveal capillaries detected by adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AO-SLO). AO-SLO videos were acquired from the parafoveal areas of eyes of healthy subjects. The gray-scale values inside and outside the moving particles were measured and compared. Thereafter, successive frames of the captured videos were analyzed under higher magnification to detect changes in the gray values of bright spots inside the capillaries, before and during passage of the particles. Simultaneously, changes in the gray values of areas without the bright spots were measured for comparison. Then, the authors analyzed the packing arrangements of the bright spots in the particles, and measured the particle velocity using spatiotemporal images of the target capillary. There were no significant differences in the gray values between the moving particles and the cone mosaic outside the parafoveal capillaries adjacent to the particles. The gray value of the bright spots in the dark shadow of the vessels increased when the particles passed through, while the dark areas without bright spots remained dark. There were no significant differences in the packing arrangements between the bright spots and surrounding cone mosaic. Further, the concordance rate of packing arrangements of bright spots between two consecutive moving particles in the capillary was 95.8%. The mean particle velocity was 1.34 ± 0.42 mm/s. The particles moving in the capillaries are suggested to be reflections of photoreceptor aggregates that pass through circulating transparent objects such as leukocytes or plasma gaps.